
“Forget the dreary damask of your childhood bathroom, Derek Fagerstrom 

and Lauren Smith have sourced the best of today’s whimsical wallpapers and 

elevated installation to an art form. I want to live in their world of wallets  

and TV trays made from decorative scraps.”

 —ShoShana Berger, editor in chief, ReadyMade magazine

“With dozens of inspiring projects to choose from, Wallpaper Projects is 

your foolproof guidebook to recycling, refreshing, and refurbishing your 

life. With its clear imagery and easy-to-follow instructions, design success  

is guaranteed whether you’re a craft novice or expert.”

 —Todd oldham, designer

“Craft projects may come and go, but few crafters are as dedicated to  

the DIY lifestyle as Derek Fagerstrom and Lauren Smith. Friendly, fun, 

and endlessly creative, this designing duo has taught me to see the  

world differently. After a quick chat with Derek and Lauren, everything  

I see around me becomes a potential project—every leftover coffee  

can or piece of gift wrap holds endless possibilities. Their latest book, 

Wallpaper Projects, is full of whimsical yet practical projects that embody 

the sense of playfulness for which Derek and Lauren are known. I hope 

this book will inspire readers to see their own worlds differently and  

join the multitude of crafters that have been inspired by their ideas.”

 —grace Bonney, creator of design*Sponge and contributing editor at Domino  
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allpaper has made a spectacular 

comeback in the interior design 

world, from renewed appreciation 

for (and reproduction of) vintage 

papers to an explosion of hotly coveted new 

designs from some of today’s most popular artists. 

Whether as a household accent or a wall-to-wall 

cover-up, wallpaper is as stunning as it is practical.

In Wallpaper Projects, stylish do-it-yourself masters 

Derek Fagerstrom and Lauren Smith have created 

dozens of cool projects that use vintage and con-

temporary papers in new ways. With more than 

50 ideas—from the very quick and easy (gift tags) 

to the slightly more involved (window shades) to 

high-impact room makeovers (faux headboards)—

Wallpaper Projects starts off small and works up  

to ever-larger surfaces, including walls.

Plus, Derek and Lauren offer tips and techniques 

for foolproof wall application, resources for finding 

cool papers, and innovative ideas for designing 

your own patterns. With easy-to-follow step-by-step 

instructions and tons of how-to photographs, this 

book is perfect for all do-it-yourselfers, newbies 

and connoisseurs alike.

If you’re itching to make something immediately, 

simply flip this jacket over and use Lena Corwin’s 

custom-designed pattern to create one of the 

smaller projects right away!
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it’s versatile.

Sure, paint is great, but it’s got nothing on wallpaper. Even with 101 different shades of white to choose 

from, painting a room can only get you so far. Wallpaper, on the other hand, can (and will) completely trans-

form a space. Depending on what pattern, motif, or colorway you choose, applying wallpaper to even just 

a single accent wall can make a room feel tall, wide, small, big, bright, dark, fun, serious, quiet, loud, funky, 

classic…whatever look or mood you’re going for, there is a perfect paper out there for you. 

it’s easy and fun.

Forget all your preconceived notions about wallpaper. It isn’t messy, or hard to install. It’s not some 

sort of interior design tattoo that you’ll be stuck with forever. The papers and adhesives on the market 

today have made the whole process much safer and more forgiving, and the results more durable yet 

even easier to remove. If you make a good game plan and use the right tools (see Wallpaper 101 on 

page 14), we bet you’ll be pleasantly surprised at how easy wallpapering actually is. 

it’s great on and off the wall.

Every wallpaper project is different, but one thing they all have in common is leftover scraps. With a 

bit of crafty ingenuity you can turn what would normally be inevitable waste into a unique opportunity to 

beautifully accent different areas in your home, create personalized stationery and accessories, revamp 

tired pieces of furniture, create frame-worthy works of art, make one-of-a-kind gifts…the options are  

endless. We’ve included more than 50 fun projects in this book to get your creative juices flowing.

Why	Wallpaper?
This is an excellent question. The fact that you’ve picked up this 

book and made it this far probably means that you have a few 

answers of your own. Nevertheless, we thought we’d kick things 

off by sharing even more reasons why introducing wallpaper into 

your home and life is a particularly good idea right now.

it’s beautiful.

Yes, this is certainly true. If you’ve spent any time browsing 

home décor books or magazines, or clicked around on any design 

blog worth its salt, you’ve undoubtedly noticed all the gorgeous 

contemporary and traditional wallpapers making their way back 

into the mainstream of interior design. Artists and designers of all 

stripes are not only rediscovering wallpaper, they’re reinventing 

it. Aided by remarkable innovations in digital printing, design, and 

distribution, many manufacturers are exploding traditional expec-

tations of what wallpaper can be, offering consumers all sorts of 

new and exciting options—from types of paper and ink to alter- 

native eco-friendly materials to affordable custom designs.  
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A	Very	Brief	History
It appears that people have been decorating their walls, well, ever since there have been people and 

walls—cave paintings in the south of France date back millennia. But when it comes to wallpaper, its  

origins can be traced to China, where the process for making paper was developed about 2,000 years  

ago. Wallpaper as a decorative trend didn’t really take off until the fifteenth century when Europeans 

replaced the heavy, musty tapestries adorning their palace walls with hand-painted paper instead. Of 

course, not just anyone could afford these artfully rendered botanical, landscape, or battle scenes, and 

wallpaper quickly became a popular way to broadcast one’s wealth and social status. 

It wasn’t until the advent of modern printing technology during the late eighteenth century that 

wallpaper began making its way into the homes of the middle and lower classes. While advances 

in manufacturing made it more affordable, it still had a few drawbacks. It quickly gained notoriety as 

the perfect breeding ground for all sorts of bacteria as well as armies of creepy crawlies that would 

make their homes behind the paper, emerging in the night to pay visits on unsuspecting homeowners.  

Viewed as an unsanitary health threat, wallpaper soon fell out of favor and, subsequently, fashion. 

Wallpaper didn’t disappear entirely, of course, and every so often it would experience a renaissance, 

prompted by improvements in hygiene, or the enthusiasm of artists and designers, notably those in 

the Art Deco and Bauhaus schools. 

World War II was the turning point in wallpaper’s tumultuous history. The war inspired breakthroughs 

in a number of industries important in the development of contemporary wallpaper. Advancements in 

adhesives, plastics, textiles, and paints led directly to the creation of synthetic papers that were sanitary,  

durable, easy to use, and budget-friendly. 

Many of us have our own personal histories with wallpaper, and oftentimes it isn’t pretty. We’re 

haunted by the tacky florals or psychedelic prints from the homes we grew up in during the 1960s and 

’70s. An interior design backlash was inevitable, and once the 1980s arrived, consumers retreated 

from pattern, preferring a safer, simpler look they could achieve with those 101 shades of white. 

Today, a wonderful convergence of technology and artistry has made wallpaper an irresistible 

design option. It’s a very exciting time to get back to wallpapering. 

10
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EssEntial tools and MatErials

Unlike some home decorating projects, wallpapering doesn’t require a garage full of specialized or 

expensive tools and ingredients. The few things you do need are inexpensive, reusable, and should be 

readily available at your local hardware store. 

Wallpapering supplies 
Plastic sheets and droP cloths: Cover your work surface with plastic sheeting to prevent any paste 

from getting on your table. Drop cloths can be used to cover furniture, and should be placed along the 

bottom of the wall to catch any errant paste splatters.

Broad knife: A 4" broad knife (see Metric Conversion Chart on page 141) is a great tool for creasing paper 

into corners and cutting off excess paper. It can also come in handy when removing old wallpaper.

Utility knife: It’s very important that you can snap off and replace the 

blades of your knife. You don’t want any tears or rips in your wallpaper, 

so change out the blade after every couple of cuts. 

Pencil: You’ll need a good pencil for a number of important tasks: draw-

ing out your room schematic, outlining measurements on wallpaper for 

smaller craft projects, taking notes, making calculations, numbering your 

wallpaper strips, and drawing your plumb lines.

level: Use a level to draw straight vertical lines on your wall that’ll help 

align your paper. Choose a model that will give you a level reading both 

vertically and horizontally. They come in many different lengths, so be 

sure to get one you can easily handle. Remember that the longer the 

level, the fewer times you’ll need to reposition it on the wall while drawing 

your plumb line. 

Paint roller and tray: If you’re papering a large surface, a paint roller is a great way to apply wall- 

paper paste to your paper or the wall. Use a roller with a low nap or foam cover.

WallPaPer BrUshes: As an alternative to the paint roller, a stiff-bristled pasting brush can also be used 

to apply an even layer of paste to the back of your paper. You’ll be using this a lot, so make sure to get 

one that fits comfortably in your hand. A stiff-bristled smoothing brush is used to smooth the pasted 

paper onto your wall. The bristles work magic on bubbles and will help the paper adhere securely to 

the surface.

Plastic float: This tool, normally used for plastering, adds the finishing touch to pasted paper by  

reducing air bubbles, evenly distributing paste beneath the paper, and smoothing down seams. 

BUcket and sPonge: Once the paper is up on a wall, you'll need a damp sponge to wipe away any 

excess paste from seams and the front surface of your paper.  
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Craft supplies 
Check around your house for some basic craft tools that will come in handy on a wallpaper craft project. 

And since the projects in this book range from small-scale crafts to big-time home décor, it’s always a 

good idea to take a look at the required tools for each one before you begin. Your cute wallpaper mag-

nets will require a few different supplies from your window shades (like, say, magnets), so it’s best to be 

prepared at the start. 

X-acto knife: Use an X-Acto to create precise cuts in all types of paper. Be sure to always have extra 

blades on hand.

Metal rUler: If you plan on cutting paper with a blade, you need a metal ruler. Run the blade along the 

ruler’s edge and you’ll get a straight, clean cut every time.

cUtting Mat: Protect your work surface by using a self-healing cutting mat every time you make a cut.

Bone folder: For clean folds and creases, use a bone folder to first score your paper and then fold. 

hole PUnch: Very useful for making holes (obviously), hole punches can also be used to add decora-

tive touches to all sorts of paper projects.  

roUnded-corner PUnch: We’re not sure if there’s a scientific explanation for this, but rounded corners 

always look better than straight ones.

Mod Podge: An incredibly versatile adhesive perfect for all types of paper crafts, Mod Podge dries 

clear, so it also works wonders as a protective sealant.

rUBBer ceMent: Anytime you glue one piece of paper to another, this is the way to go. When using 

rubber cement, brush it onto both surfaces and let dry slightly before adhering. 

sPray adhesive: This is an effective method for cover- 

ing large surface areas with adhesive. Just be sure  

to use it in a well-ventilated area, with no wind. As a 

general rule, when applying paper to an object, spray 

the back of the paper, not the object. Always give the 

adhesive a minute or two to set before adhering.

tacky glUe: A great all-purpose adhesive, tacky glue is 

useful for all manners of craft projects, paper or otherwise.
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WallpapEr options

Unless you’re using paper unearthed from Grandma’s basement or purchased from a source that  

specializes in vintage or historic materials, the wallcoverings you’ll find on the market today are either 

vinyl-coated or silk-screened on paper. Whether the paper is vintage fabric-backed, vinyl-coated, or  

a brand-new organic like cork or grass, always be sure to read any instructions included with the roll. 

Different manufacturers may have specific requirements for their papers. 

vinyl-coated: This wallpaper sports a protective vinyl coating, which makes the paper extra durable, 

scrubbable, and generally easier to maintain.

hand silk-screened: These papers are carefully printed by hand using large screens. Some manu- 

facturers coat their papers in a water-based glaze, which will allow you to clean them with a damp 

sponge. As concerns about the environment and toxic chemicals in the home have grown, more and 

more companies have begun to offer wallpapers printed on recycled paper using soy-based inks. 

PrePasted: Prepasting was big in the 1970s, and many manufacturers continue to produce papers  

with the adhesive already applied. Simply soak the rolls in water for a specified amount of time to acti-

vate the paste and then smooth the strips onto your wall. 

faBric-Backed: With a mesh-like woven fabric back, this type of wallpaper is extra durable and most 

commonly used in high-traffic or commercial settings.

Wallpaper adhesives
Choosing the proper adhesive depends on the paper you are using. Always read the manufacturer's 

suggested installation instructions before you dive into a project. Today, adhesives generally fall into 

one of two categories—synthetic or organic.

synthetic: As you can imagine, synthetic adhesives contain chemicals, which make for a strong and 

durable bond. Using a synthetic adhesive also means you’ll have a heck of a time getting it out of  

your carpet or off your dining room table should things get a bit messy. You should consider this type 

of adhesive if you’re papering a wall in a very humid or high-traffic area, where the paper may need to 

withstand some extreme weather or serious wear and tear. 

organic: In general, we recommend choosing an organic, water-soluble paste for most wallpaper  

projects. These starch-based adhesives are reliable and forgiving, won’t stain or soil your workspace, 

and are easily strippable if you decide to tear down your wallpaper a year from now.  
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thE Big CovEr Up: prepping Your Walls for paper 
Wallpapering is like cooking—everything will be much easier (and you’re less likely to get burned) if you 

take the time to be properly prepared before you start. With all the planning and measuring, there will be 

a lot of numbers flying around, so we recommend you write everything down in an organized manner. 

Gather up all the necessary tools and ingredients (see pages 14–15) and organize them in your work-

space. And speaking of a space, it doesn’t take much—a long surface, like a dining room table, is pretty 

much all you’ll need, especially if you “book” your paper. “Book your paper?!” Yes! Keep reading. 

take an overview
The first step in planning your layout is to make a schematic drawing of the room, noting the location of 

windows, doors, and any other potential obstacles. When deciding where to hang the first strip, always 

keep the width of your wallpaper in mind. This will help you get a sense of where each strip will land 

once you start pasting them up on the wall. If you are doing a single wall, it’s much better to start in a 

spot that will allow at least a 5" strip of wallpaper on either end of the wall. For whole-room installations, 

make sure to have your last piece land in a “dead” corner—somewhere inconspicuous where it won’t be 

obvious if your pattern doesn’t match up—like in a corner by a closet, or behind a door. 

Once you’ve got an idea of the layout, give each strip of paper a number and mark that on your 

drawing. This will remove any guesswork later on, so you don't find yourself standing on a ladder with a 

wet piece of wallpaper in your hands, wishing you had planned this out better.

Calculate the paper
This is probably the most difficult part of wallpapering, but only because it involves some very basic 

math skills. The most straightforward way to determine how much paper you will need is to measure the 

length of the wall (or walls) and multiply that by the height of the room. 

Then find out how much comes in a roll of the paper you are interested in. Papers vary from around 

20" to 27" wide, with the standard length of a single roll being 15' (double rolls are twice as long,  

obviously). Make your calculations, without subtracting any paper for windows or doors, and then add 

an extra roll just to be safe. You’ll be glad to have extra paper for any unforeseen mishaps (our mantra: 

measure twice, cut once!), future patch jobs, or better yet, wallpaper crafts!

(continued)
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prepare the room
In order to paper your walls, you’re going to need access to them. Which means either moving furniture 

out or piling it up in the middle or opposite side of the room. Wallpapering is not a terrifically messy activity, 

but if you’re worried about your furniture, throw a drop cloth over it. Prepping the walls actually kicks up the 

most dust, so now is a good time to place drop cloths at the foot of any walls you’ll be papering. 

Before any paper goes up, many things must come down. Start by removing all artwork and shelving. 

Wallpaper loves smooth surfaces: Keep an eye out for bumps or holes in the wall—they’ll need to be sanded 

and spackled. Remove outlet covers, faceplates, and any other fixtures that will come down. Once you’ve got 

a nice blank slate, give it a good cleaning with a damp sponge. Wallpaper loves clean surfaces, too.

gEtting thE hang of it: applying paper to Your Walls

Now that you’ve done all the necessary prep work, it’s time to get to the fun stuff. Two sets of hands are 

better than one when it comes to handling long expanses of wet paper, so it’s a good idea to invite over 

a friendly helper.

Cutting 
This isn’t the first time we’ve said it, and it may not be the last, but “Measure twice, cut once” is our rule 

when preparing to paper a room. Once you’ve drawn up your detailed schematic, measured your walls, 

and prepped your room, it’s time to start cutting. 

The rule to remember here is “height + 4".” The “height” of the wall plus 4" will ensure that you have 

an extra 2" on the top and 2" on the bottom of every strip. If the pattern of your paper is a straight match, 

once you’ve cut your first piece you can simply line up the following 

pieces and make the same cut. If you have a drop match (when the 

pattern match requires shifting a strip up or down rather than straight 

across), make sure to line up each following piece so that the pattern 

matches before you make your cuts. 

Always use a metal straight edge, like a ruler or carpenter’s 

square, and make sure your utility knife has snap-off blades, which 

should be changed not just occasionally or frequently, but obses-

sively—after every few cuts. This is especially true later, when cutting 

off the excess from the wall. 

After you’ve cut each piece, lightly number it on the back with 

a pencil according to your schematic drawing so you can keep 

track of your work.

18
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Booking
Once you have full paste coverage on your strip, it’s time to book it. “Booking” your paper involves 

laying pasted sides together—which seems quite counterintuitive but ends up saving you space and 

ensuring better adhesion of your wallpaper. This process will allow the paste to activate and be properly 

absorbed by the paper. Rest assured, it will pull apart just fine. 

how-to

 1 .  With your first strip pasted-side up, grab one end and bring it toward the center of the strip, creating a 

very loose fold. Without creasing the paper, place the end down so the pasted sides are together.

 2 .  Bring the other end toward the center and place it so that the cut 

lines are butting—thereby essentially folding your strip into thirds. 

 3 .  Now you can fold the strip onto itself a few times (no creases!) 

and set it aside while you paste up the next one. You can leave 

booked pieces in a plastic bag for up to half an hour without any 

problems. We generally paste and book 4 to 5 pieces at a time.

how-to

 1 .  Lay your wallpaper strips on top of one another, pattern-side down, with 

the first piece on top of the pile. (When you spread the paste over the 

edges of the top piece, it’ll go directly onto the back of the next piece, 

which means less mess and no wasted paste.) 

 2 .  Pour a nice, big glob of paste into a paint tray. 

 3 . Use either a wallpaper brush or a paint roller to apply an even layer 

of paste to the entire back of the paper, working from the center  

out to the sides. It’s especially important to make sure you get  

the edges, which will prevent your seams from showing. Because 

nobody wants their seams showing, right?

Materials

WALLPAPeR

tools

DROP CLOTh

WALLPAPeR PASTe

WALLPAPeR BRUSh  

OR PAINT ROLLeR

PAINT TRAY

pasting
It’s unfortunate that we don’t have a catchy mantra when it comes to pasting your paper 

(we’re working on it), because there are a couple important things to keep in mind. First, read 

the instructions that came with your paper. Different manufacturers may recommend different 

methods for installation. Prepasted papers, for example, just require a quick soak in water. 

But in general, the following instructions pertain to most situations. Cover your table with a 

plastic drop cloth and have all your tools within easy reach. Then, start pasting.
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hanging it Up 
This is it. The moment of truth—applying the pasted paper to your wall. This is also when you discover 

wallpapering is much easier than you imagined it would be. The paper is totally manageable, the paste sur-

prisingly forgiving....Congratulations, you are minutes away from enjoying a magically transformed room!

how-to

 1 .  Use a level and a pencil to lightly mark a plumb (perfectly vertical) line on 

your wall where you want to put up the first piece of wallpaper. 

 2 .  Unfold the top half of your first pasted-and-booked strip and, beginning at 

the top of the wall, line its edge up with your plumb line. Remember to keep 

that extra 2" on top (see Cutting on page 18). 

 3 .  As you line up the edge, press the paper against the wall and begin 

smoothing it down with your smoothing brush.

 4 .  Once you reach the middle of the wall, unfold the bottom half of the paper 

and continue lining up the edge with the plumb line, smoothing as you go. 

You may notice a few small air bubbles, but don’t panic—those will disap-

pear as the paper dries. If there are a number of large air bubbles that are 

making you nervous, gently pull the paper away from the wall and smooth  

it down again. 

 5 .  With the paper in place, nice and straight, smooth the entire strip down with 

your brush, working from the center outwards.

 6 .  Repeat the same smoothing process with your plastic float. This will spread 

the underlying paste evenly out toward the edge of the paper and press 

your seams flush to the wall. 

 7 .  Grab your second pasted strip and repeat steps 2 through 6. But instead of 

lining up the edge with the plumb line, you’re now matching the pattern of 

the wallpaper. 

 8 .  Once you’ve got a few pieces up, gently wipe down the paper with a damp 

sponge, especially at the seams, to remove any paste that may have made 

its way out onto the front. 

 9 .  Continue pasting up your strips until you reach the end of the wall. If you’re 

doing more than one wall, see page 22 for instructions on turning a corner. 

Materials

WALLPAPeR (PASTeD  

AND BOOKeD)

PLASTIC BAG

tools

DROP CLOTh

STePLADDeR

LeVeL

PeNCIL

MeASURING TAPe

SMOOThING BRUSh

PLASTIC FLOAT

SPONGe AND BUCKeT  

OF WATeR

4" BROAD KNIFe

UTILITY KNIFe WITh  

SNAP-OFF BLADeS
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 10 . Place your 4" broad knife at the top of the wall where it intersects with the 

ceiling or molding. Carefully slide the blade of your utility knife along the 

edge of the broad knife to create a clean, straight cut. Continue cutting in 

this manner until you’ve reached the end of the strip. Snap yourself off a 

fresh blade and move onto the next strip.

 11 .  Repeat the same cutting process along the bottom edge of the paper 

where it intersects with the floor or molding. 

And there you have it. An entire room transformed!
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thE ins, oUts, and aroUnds of CornErs 

You’ve measured twice, cut once. You’ve mastered the art of pasting. The strips are going up straight and 

smooth. The whole process seems much easier than you expected. everything is coming together, um, 

seamlessly, and just when you’re about to take a breath and congratulate yourself, there it is...the corner. 

Not to worry, the process for going in, out, or around corners is completely painless, and doing it 

properly takes only a few additional steps.

in and out
The most common situation you’ll encounter requires pasting the paper into, and then out of, a corner. It 

may look daunting, but with a few extra cuts and some minor calculations, you’ll be on your way.

how-to

 1 .  Since you made a schematic of the room, your last full sheet is 

up, and you’ve got at least 5" of blank wall between the edge 

of the paper and the corner. Measure that distance, add ½", and 

cut your next strip to that width. 

 2 .  Paste this piece up just as you have been doing, matching up the 

seam with your last strip and smoothing it down against the wall. 

Use the edge of your plastic float to carefully crease the paper into 

the corner, and smooth the  ½" piece onto the new wall.

 3 .  Using your broad knife as a guide, trim off the 2" excess paper 

at the top and bottom of the wall. To help ease the paper into 

the turn, first make two vertical cuts, one at the top and the 

other at the bottom, right where the wallpaper meets the corner. 

 4 .  Now go back to the remainder of the piece you just cut and 

measure its width. Measure that same distance out from the 

corner on the uncovered wall and draw a plumb line. 

 5 .  Paste your strip, line its edge up with your plumb line, and 

smooth it onto the wall, right into the corner, overlapping the  

½" of the previous strip. The reason for doing it this way is that 

the corners of a room are rarely, if ever, perfectly straight. By 

creating and working from a plumb line you can be sure the  

rest of your strips will go up nice and straight. Sure, your pattern 

will not match up perfectly, but you will be the only person able 

to spot this minor irregularity. It’ll be our little secret. 

tools

MeASURING TAPe OR RULeR

PeNCIL

UTILITY KNIFe

WALLPAPeR PASTe AND BRUSh

PLASTIC FLOAT

4" BROAD KNIFe
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how-to

 1 .  As before, your last strip on the first wall should end at least 5" before 

the corner. Take the width of your wallpaper strip and subtract ½". 

 2 .  Measure that distance from the edge of your last strip around the 

corner and mark that spot with a plumb line. 

 3 .  hang your pasted paper by lining up the edge with the plumb line  

on the new wall. 

 4 .  Smooth the paper back around the corner toward your last strip,  

making cuts in the top and bottom excess paper to help turn the  

corner. Once you’ve smoothed the paper it should overlap your  

last strip by ½". 

tools

MeASURING TAPe  

OR RULeR

PeNCIL

WALLPAPeR PASTe  

AND BRUSh

UTILITY KNIFe

around
Occasionally, you may find it necessary to wallpaper around a corner. The process is similar to the inside 

corner technique with one special twist thrown in: the double cut.

how-to

 1 .  Use a ruler and your utility knife to make a cut through both layers 

of paper directly down the middle of the overlap. 

 2 .  Pull off the separated top piece, then gently peel back the top of 

the overlapping piece just enough so you can remove the bottom 

layer of paper. 

 3 .  Then smooth back the overlap so that it butts directly against the 

edge of the previous paper. Voilà! No overlap and a nice tight seam.

tools

RULeR OR  

STRAIGhT eDGe

UTILITY KNIFe

the double Cut
When a wall isn’t perfectly straight, or you’ve turned an outside corner, you may find instances where 

the seam of one strip of paper conspicuously overlaps another. The double cut is a great technique for 

turning this unsightly overlap into a perfectly tight seam.
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rEMoving WallpapEr

There are a number of ways to effectively remove wallpaper, and choosing the right one depends on a 

number of different factors, including how long the paper has been up, the type of paper, the adhesive 

that was used, and the surface of the wall. Fortunately, many of today’s “strippable” adhesives and papers 

are designed for simple removal. As a general rule, it’s best to start with the simplest technique, and if that 

doesn’t work, move on to one of the more involved methods.

lift and Peel: Use your broad knife to peel up a corner or a seam of the paper and give it a tug. You might 

get lucky and the paper may come off in large strips simply by gently scraping and peeling it away.

Perforate and sPray: If your paper isn’t cooperating by peeling off in sizeable strips, the next option is 

to attack it with a paper tiger. This handy tool, available at most hardware stores, has little rotary blades 

that take bites as they are dragged across the surface of the paper. By running this tool all over the wall 

you can create small perforations that will allow moisture to reach the adhesive. Once you’ve gone over 

the wall with the paper tiger, mist the paper with water. Give it a few minutes to break down the adhesive 

and then try scraping the paper off with your broad knife. 

cheMicals and steaM: If the paper is still being stubborn, you may need to resort to more drastic mea-

sures. Manufacturers sell a variety of gels and solutions made specifically to remove wallpaper. Ask for 

a recommendation at your local hardware store, and make sure to let them know what kind of wall the 

paper is on. They may have different suggestions based on whether you’ve got drywall versus plaster. 

You’ll still need to perforate, then either apply a gel or use a steamer filled with a chemical solution to 

remove the paper.

temporary installation

Lauan (pronounced “loo-on”) is a very inexpensive, lightweight plywood that is a great option for tempo-

rary installations and for renters with landlords who won’t permit more than a coat or two of paint on the 

walls. Simply measure your walls and get a few sheets of lauan cut to fit at your local lumberyard. Attach 

them to your walls with screws and apply your wallpaper as you would onto virgin walls. The paper will 

look great, and the whole installation can be removed in minutes leaving only a few holes to spackle. 
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Trace or phoTocopy These TemplaTes To use Them in wallpaper projecTs.Project Templates

checkbook Tab 

mini walleT b

enlarge 150 percent

mini walleT a

enlarge 150 percent
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clock

enlarge 200 percent

DoG silhoueTTe

enlarge 400 percent
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Metric Conversion Chart
To convert inches into centimeters, multiply the measurement by 2.54. 

all metric measurements in this chart have been rounded to the nearest tenth. 

inches cenTimeTers inches cenTimeTers

⅛ .32 15 38.1

¼ .64 15 ½ 39.4

½ 1.3 16 40.6

1 2.5 16 ½ 41.9

1 ½ 3.8 17 43.2

2 5.1 17 ½ 44.5

2 ½ 6.4 18 45.7

3 7.6 18 ½ 47

3 ½ 8.9 19 48.3

4 10.2 19 ½ 49.5

4 ½ 11.4 20 50.8

5 12.7 20 ½ 52.1

5 ½ 14 21 53.3

6 15.2 21 ½ 54.6

6 ½ 16.5 22 55.9

7 17.8 22 ½ 57.2

7 ½ 19 23 58.4

8 20.3 23 ½ 59.7

8 ½ 21.6 24 61

9 22.9 24 ½ 62.2

9 ½ 24.1 25 63.5

10 25.4 25 ½ 64.8

10 ½ 26.7 26 66

11 27.9 26 ½ 67.3

11 ½ 29.2 27 68.6

12 30.5 27 ½ 69.9

12 ½ 31.8 28 71.1

13 33 28 ½ 72.4

13 ½ 34.3 29 73.7

14 35.6 29 ½ 74.9

14 ½ 36.8 30 76.2
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enlarge 1600 percent
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To create your headboard, photocopy or trace this template, which is half the width 

of a complete headboard. once you’ve copied the first half at the appropriate size, 

flip it over and copy or trace the other half to ensure symmetry. 
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Wallpaper Index

inside jacket by lena corwin

case cover: bradbury & bradbury, “nouveau” 

in earth brown

page 3: from left to right: bradbury & 

bradbury, “reverb” in purple Tangerine; 

Thibaut, “mizoram” in green; Thibaut, 

“Georgetown” in orange; bradbury  

& bradbury, “number 9” in moody  

blue; bradbury & bradbury, “linear”  

in marmalade; bradbury & bradbury,  

“nouveau” in sea of Green

page 4: bradbury & bradbury, “nouveau”  

in earth brown

page 5: chloe perron for rollout, “words 

spoken Quieter Than actions”

page 6: Thibaut, “orissa” in orange

page 7: Geoff mcFetridge for pottok,  

“Flowers” in blue orange

page 8: top, from left to right: bradbury & 

bradbury, “linear” in marmalade; Thibaut, 

“south beach” in green; Ferm living, 

“squares” no. 134; bottom, from left  

to right: jonathan adler, “brocade” in  

green; bradbury & bradbury “Grete” in 

naugahyde; Thibaut, “sabeen” in blue

page 9: top, from left to right: sheila bridges 

for studio printworks, “harlem Toile  

de jouy” in Vanilla; Twenty2, “peekaboo”  

in cherry lime rickey; jill malek,  

“maidenhair” in red Velvet; Thibaut, 

“mizoram” in green; bottom, from left  

to right: kiki smith for studio printworks, 

“maiden & moonflower” in Dawn;  

Thibaut, “coco” in cream; jonathan  

adler, “bamboo” in green; Thibaut, 

“Georgetown” in orange 

page 10: from left to right: bradbury & brad-

bury, “nouveau” in sea of Green; bradbury 

& bradbury, “Grete” in naugahyde; Ferm 

living, “Tree bomb” in blue; bradbury & 

bradbury, “now what?” in sunshine

page 12: orla kiely, “blossom”

page 13: from left to right: Twenty2, “maxwell” 

in Terrain; jonathan adler, “brocade” in 

green; Ferm living, “Tree bomb” in blue; 

Thibaut, “coco” in cream; bradbury & 

bradbury, “reverb” in Tambourine Green; 

kiki smith for studio printworks, “maiden & 

moonflower” in Dawn 

page 14: studio printworks, “Grille moderne” 

in Dove

page 15: Flavor paper, “sheba” in celery

page 23: bradbury & bradbury, “Googieland” 

page 25: wallpaper-by-numbers, 

“hammerhead sharks”

page 26, paperweight: background:  

wallpaper-by-numbers, “Gerbera Daisy;” 

inside paperweight: vintage

page 27: from left to right: Twenty2, “maxwell” 

in Terrain; Thibaut, “south beach” in  

green; bradbury & bradbury, “nouveau” 

in earth brown; Thibaut, “coco” in cream; 

bradbury & bradbury, “now what?”  

in Ginchy Green; kiki smith for studio  

printworks, “maiden & moonflower”  

in Dawn 

 page 28, note cards and envelope liners: 

vintage

page 30, journal covers: jonathan adler, 

“Garland” in gray and “brocade” in brown

page 32, bookmarks: bradbury & bradbury, 

post-war era collection, from left to right: 

(top) “Geranium,” (bottom) “Teapot,”  

(in book) “Geranium,” “sunnyside,” 

 (on top of book) “scallop Trim”

page 33, paperweight: background:  

wallpaper-by-numbers, “Gerbera Daisy;” 

inside paperweight: vintage 

page 34, binder covers and Tin can pencil 

holders: binders: Graham & brown, “city 

scape;” pencil holders: jonathan adler, 

“keys” in red and black/white

page 36, magnets: vintage

page 38, magnet board: Geoff mcFetridge for 

pottok, “little whales” in grey

page 40, Flower brooch: vintage

page 42, mini badges: vintage

page 44, cuff bracelet and belt buckle: vintage

page 46, Gift Tags: top row, first from  

left: jonathan adler, “brocade” in  

green; second row, third from left:  

Thibaut, “providence” in brown; third  

row, first from left: jonathan adler, “keys”  

in red; third row, second from left:  

Thibaut, “bee” in orange; all others,  

vintage

page 48, luggage Tags: page 48: jonathan 

adler “ropes” in navy; page 49, inset, top: 

“ropes” in navy, middle: light blue, and 

bottom: “ropes reverse”

page 50, portable snack Tray: Geoff  

mcFetridge for pottok, “all of us” in black

page 85: bradbury & bradbury, “carnaby” in 

purple Tangerine; Thibaut, “mizoram” in  

green; Ferm living, “Tree bomb” in blue; 

sheila bridges for studio printworks, “harlem  

Toile de jouy” in Vanilla; bradbury & brad-

bury, “linear” in Ginchy Green; Twenty2, 

“half max Grasscloth” in Grenadine 

page 86, bookshelf: paul loebach for studio 

printworks, “yee-ha!” in Greenback

page 88, cabinet recover: bradbury &  

bradbury, “atomic Doodle” in turquoise

page 90, Glass-front medicine cabinet: Ferm 

living, “wild Flower” in green

page 92, covered stools: Thibaut, “saffron” 

in periwinkle

page 94, TV Trays: orla kiely, “stem”

page 96, Glass-covered side Table: page 96, 

background: Ferm living, “Feather;” table: 

cavern, “paleolith” in charcoal; page 97, 

from left to right: vintage; Graham & brown, 

“serenity” in celadon; Graham & brown, 

“helsinki” in raspberry 

page 98, window shade: Dan Funderburgh for  

Flavor paper, “elysian Fields” in antique pink

page 100, room Divider: Thibaut,  

“providence” in brown

page 102, interior Door panel: Ferm living, 

“Family Tree” in petrol

page 103, staircase: Thibaut, “waterlily” in red

page 104, switch plate cover: Geoff  

mcFetridge for pottok, “shadows of  

the paranormal” in red

page 106, headboard: Twenty2, “casa mila” 

in royale

page 108, archway: Thibaut, “lolita Trellis” 

in green

page 110, Framed wallpaper art: far left and 

far right (flowers): mibo, “pease pottage;” 

center (birds): mibo, “clacket lane” in gray

page 112, wallpaper Framed with molding: 

cavern, “navajo” in mud

page 114, Framed paper in Different color-

ways: Twenty2, “montague” in Fall (yellow) 

and shower (blue)

page 116, wall letters: vintage; background: 

cavern, “blackbird” in green

page 117, swatch watch: from left to right: 

bradbury & bradbury, “now what?” in 

Ginchy Green; jonathan adler, “Greek 

key” in black; Thibaut, “sabeen” in blue

page 51, swatch watch: from left to right:  

bradbury & bradbury, “carnaby” in purple 

Tangerine; nama rococo, “chateau  

66;” bradbury & bradbury, “mellotron”  

in moody blue 

page 52, party pennants: yellow-and-red: 

Thibaut, “lolita Trellis” in gold; others, vintage

page 54, pinwheels: vintage

page 56, paper Flowers: vintage

page 58, accordion-page photo album: vintage

page 60, cereal box magazine holders:  

bradbury & bradbury, “aeroplane” in  

sky blue

page 62, covered canisters: vintage

page 64, recipe box: dividers: vintage; box 

lining: erica wakerly, “houses” in green

page 66, napkin rings: vintage

page 67, swatch watch: from left to right: 

jonathan adler, “brocade” in green; 

Thibaut, “joli Trail” in aqua; Thibaut,  

“saffron” in green 

page 68, swatch watch: from left to right: 

bradbury & bradbury, “Daisy” in sea of 

Green; kiki smith for studio printworks, 

“maiden & moonflower” in Dawn; sheila 

bridges for studio printworks, “harlem 

Toile de jouy” in Vanilla 

page 69, place mats: Graham & brown,  

“amelie” in teal, mocha, and cream

page 70, clock: vintage

page 72, lampshade: background: nama 

rococo, “serious bokay” in lavender Gray; 

lampshade: mibo “selsey”

page 74, picture Frame mats: vintage

page 76, Display box: vintage

page 77, swatch watch: from left to  

right: bradbury & bradbury, “hi-Fi”  

in Gold; Thibault, “mizoram” in green;  

bradbury & bradbury, “linear” in  

Ginchy Green 

page 78, wallets: vintage; background: 

Thibaut, “kaleidoscope” in blue

page 82, wine crate shadow box: Ferm 

living, “leaf”

page 83, swatch watch: from left to right: 

bradbury & bradbury, “reverb” in  

Tambourine Green; Thibault, “coco” in 

cream; bradbury & bradbury, “Grete”  

in earth Green 

page 84, interior Door panel: Ferm living, 

“Family Tree” in petrol 

page 118, silhouette art: dog: vintage; back-

ground: Thibaut, “napoleon” in yaupe 

page 120, cutout wallpaper shapes: Thibaut, 

“lolita Trellis” in sky blue

page 121, swatch watch: from left to right: 

Twenty2, “acco 22” in Froth; bradbury 

& bradbury, “Grete” in sea of Green; 

bradbury & bradbury, “number 9” in 

moody blue 

page 122, layered cutouts: background: 

Thibaut, “bee” in brown; flower cutouts: 

“mazu” in red

page 124, stripes of wallpaper and paint: 

bradbury & bradbury, “prisma” in  

Tangerine

page 126, wallpaper patchwork: from left to 

right: Ferm living, “ribbed” in turquoise 

and gold; bradbury & bradbury, “cyclos” 

in Golden light; Ferm living, “wilderness”  

in white and gold

page 129: from left to right: Twenty2, “acco 

22” in Froth; Thibaut, “south beach” in 

green; Thibaut, “sabeen” in blue; Thibaut, 

“coco” in cream; bradbury & bradbury, 

“reverb” in moody blue; Twenty2, “half 

max Grasscloth” in Grenadine

Resources
New DesigNs

2JaNe: www.2jane.com, 877.252.6316 

(distributors of mibo and wallpaper-by-

numbers)

aTa DesigNs: www.atadesigns.com,  

+44 (0) 208 223 7263

BraDBury & BraDBury: www.bradbury.com, 

707.746.1900

CaverN: www.cavernhome.com,  

310.694.8384 or 718.766.5464

Cole aND soN: www.cole-and-son.com,  

+44 (0) 207 376 4628

eriCa wakerly: www.printpattern.com,  

+44 (0) 7940 577 620

F. sChumaCher: www.fsco.com, 

800.523.1200

Farrow & Ball: www.farrow-ball.com, 

 888.511.1121

Ferm liviNg: www.ferm-living.com,  

www.fermlivingshop.us, 415.318.6412

Flavor PaPer: www.flavorleague.com, 

504.944.0447

graham & BrowN: www.grahambrownusa.

com, 800.554.0887

Jill malek: www.jillmalek.com, 718.207.9587

JoNaThaN aDler: www.jonathanadler.com, 

800.963.0891

moD greeN PoD: www.modgreenpod.com, 

617.670.2000

NakeD & aNgry: www.nakedandangry.com, 

773.878.3557

Nama roCoCo: www.namarococo.com, 

413.652.2312 (trade only)

orla kiely: www.orlakiely.com (available at an-

thropologie, www.anthropologie.com)

PoTTok: www.pottokprints.com, 323.666.1245

raPTure & wrighT: www.raptureandwright.

co.uk, 01608 652442

rollouT: www.rollout.ca, 604.681.3780

sTuDio Nommo: www.studionommo.com, 

+90212 2934171

sTuDio PriNTworks: www.studioprintworks.

com, 212.633.6727 or 201.795.9540

ThiBauT: www.thibautdesign.com, 

800.223.0704

Timourous BeasTies: www.timorousbeasties.

com, 00 44 (0)141 337 2622 or  

00 44 (0)20 7833 5010

Trove: www.troveline.com, 212.268.2046

TweNTy2: www.twenty2.net, 888.222.3036

wall ColleCTioN: www.wallcollection.com

walNuT PaPers: www.walnutwallpaper.com, 

323.932.9166

waNDrlusT: www.wandrlust.com,  

888.963.lusT

viNTage
eBay.Com

eTsy.Com

seCoNDhaND rose: www.secondhandrose.

com, 212.393.9002
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Index
accordion-page photo album, 58–59

archway, 108–109

belt buckle, 44–45

binder covers, 34–35

bone folder, 15

bookmarks, 32

bookshelf, 86–87

broad knife, 14

bucket, 14

cabinet recover, 88–89

cereal box magazine holder, 60–61

checkbook, 80

clock, 70–71

copied patterns from fabric, 132–133

covered canisters, 62–63

covered stools, 92–93

craft supplies

bone folder, 15

cutting mat, 15

hole punch, 15

metal ruler, 15

mod podge, 15

rounded-corner punch, 15

rubber cement, 15

spray adhesive, 15

tacky glue, 15

X-acto knife, 15

cuff bracelet, 44–45

cutout wallpaper shapes, 120–121

cutting mat, 15

Display box, 76–77

envelope liners, 28–29

Fabric-backed wallpaper, 16

Flower brooch, 40–41

Framed paper in different colorways, 115

Framed wallpaper art, 110–115

Gift tags, 46–47

Glass-covered side table, 96–97

Glass-front medicine cabinet, 90–91

hand silk-screened wallpaper, 16

headboard, 106–107

hole punch, 15

improvised wallpaper, 130–131

interior door panel, 102

journal covers, 30–31

lampshade, 72–73

layered cutouts, 122–123

level, 14

luggage tags, 48–49

magnet board, 38–39

magnets, 36–37

metal ruler, 15

metric conversion chart, 141

mini badges, 42–43

mod podge, 15

napkin rings, 66–67

note cards, 28–29

organic adhesive, 16

painted “wallpaper,” 136–137

paint roller and tray, 14

paper calculation, 17

paper flowers, 56–57

paperweight, 33

party pennants, 52–53

pencil, 14

pencil holder, 34–35

picture frame mats, 74–75

pinwheels, 54–55

place mats, 68–69

plastic float, 14

plastic sheets and drop cloths, 14

portable snack tray, 50–51

prepasted wallpaper, 16

recipe box, 64–65

room divider, 100–101

room preparation, 18

rounded-corner punch, 15

rubber cement, 15

silhouette art, 118–119

smoothing brush, 14

sponge, 14

spray adhesive, 15

staircase, 103

stripes of wallpaper and paint, 124–125

switch plate cover, 104–105

synthetic adhesive, 16

Tacky glue, 15

Templates, 138–140

Tiled photo mural, 132–133

TV trays, 94–95

utility knife, 14

Vinyl-coated wallpaper, 16

wallet and checkbook cover, 79–80

wall letters, 116–117

wallpaper, history of, 10

wallpaper adhesives

organic, 16

synthetic, 16

wallpaper and paint stripes, 124–125

wallpaper brush, 14

wallpaper framed with molding, 110–111

wallpapering supplies

broad knife, 14

bucket and sponge, 14

level, 14

paint roller and tray, 14

pencil, 14

plastic float, 14

plastic sheets and drop cloths, 14

smoothing brush, 14

utility knife, 14

wallpaper brush, 14

wallpaper options

fabric-backed, 16

hand silk-screened, 16

prepasted, 16

vinyl-coated, 16

wallpaper patchwork, 126–127

wallpaper(s)

around corners, 24

booking of, 19

calculating amount of, 17

cutting of, 18

double cut, 24

hanging of, 20–21

in and out of corners, 22–23

pasting of, 19

removal of, 25

room preparation and, 18

wall preparation and, 17

wall preparation, 17

window shade, 98–99

wine crate shadow box, 81–83

X-acto knife, 15
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